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Across
2. predictable events in life that require a developmental
change in behaviour (2)
3. teach new members, such as children or new
employees, the skills, knowledge, values, and attitudes
of their society
5. a family in which the mother temporarily leaves the
work force to look after her young children (2)
8. the set of behaviours that an individual’s is expected
to demonstrate
10. a family grouping consisting of many related
extended families
11. a specific position within a social group
15. a relationship based on blood
16. husband as the head of household, while wife was
the homemaker (2)
17. a family structure created when divorced partners
with children remarry (2)
18. specific branches of learning
20. basic functions that must be carried out for societies
to survive and thrive (2)
25. family organization in which men wield power and
make the decisions
26. family structure consisting of all relatives sharing a
household (2)
28. study of humans and their culture in societies
30. having one marital partner

Down
1. a family in which both spouses work for income (3)
4. meeting individual’s emotional needs (2)
6. the bias that assumes male experience is human
experience and apply to women as well
7. a group of people who live together whether or not
they are related by birth, adoption or marriage
9. tendency to evaluate behaviour from the point of view
of your own culture
12. a family structure in which the husband and wife live
with their children (2)
13. a band of people, referring to the first family
groupings of humans
14. biases that apply different standards for evaluating
the behaviour of men and women (2)
19. practice of men having more than one spouse
21. a framework for organizing and explaining
observable evidence
22. marriages that take place through negotiations
between sets of parents (2)
23. the most prevalent behaviour that occurs
24. study of behaviour based on mental processes
27. a basic and universal action or purpose of
individuals or groups
29. something observed or taken in through the mind or
senses

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              

                                              


